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In attendance...

127  Executives and partners
28   Portfolio companies

Representing...

$32bn+  Enterprise value invested
$12bn+  Annual sales
125,000+  Employees

Apax Partners is one of the world’s leading private equity firms. An independent global partnership focused solely on long-term investment in growth companies, our Funds invest in four sectors: Consumer, Healthcare, Services and Tech & Telco.

Apax Funds’ strategy is to drive superior returns through sector expertise, geographic flexibility and transformational ownership. To that end, the Operational Excellence Practice (“OEP”) and the firm’s vertical domain expertise are brought to bear throughout the life cycle of a deal to drive value. The OEP is comprised of resources possessing deep operational expertise and broad acumen as general managers. OEP resources “get in the boat” with management teams to drive results.

Through the OEP’s KnowledgeNow programmes, communities and conferences, we create forums for executives to share experiences and discuss the common challenges our portfolio businesses face. Our annual conference, held in October 2015 in Miami and recounted in this brochure, is the cornerstone of these efforts.
Collective experience as competitive advantage

The Apax KnowledgeNow Conference is an annual event that brings together executives from across the Apax portfolio for several days of best practice sharing, networking and discovery. With over 120 attendees, including representatives from 28 portfolio companies, our 5th instalment, held in Miami in October 2015, was the largest and most impactful since the inception of the program.

Our objective at KnowledgeNow is to present perspectives on the forces of change in the global economy and distill the collective experiences from around Apax’s global portfolio into tangible, actionable insights that can drive near-term performance. As these are executives speaking candidly to each other about the common challenges they face, the power of the event is magnified by the credibility each individual attendee brings as an experienced operator.

Since our last gathering...

| +59% | Growth in mobile traffic |
| $1.3bn | Cumulative company speed optimised |
| $170m+ | Cumulative value of contracts generated between Apax portfolio companies |

Bringing together the CEOs, Partners and Operational Professionals that drive value across our Global Network.

“Revenue growth, margin expansion, cash generation and sold execution are the source of over 75% of the value created in exited deals. Our shared success is not just about financial engineering. It’s the work our management teams are doing every day. That is why we have this conference. To do more. To do it faster. To do it together.”

Seth Brody Partner, Apax Partners
A complex and competitive world

Complex global economic forces, dynamic competitors entering markets without legacy operations, a daily war for talent, technological disruption and petabytes of data. How can we be playing offense? How do we stay on the front foot? Conference attendees explored these complex issues in Miami.

"The world that we all enjoyed since 1980, in which virtually everyone in this room developed their business career and set of intuitions about how things work and dynamics in your industry play, is gone. It’s over. And the new world is going to be all about agility, low costs, and operational excellence.

Dr. Susan Lund, Partner, McKinsey Global Institute
At Apax we are laser-focused on helping
our portfolio companies navigate these
choppy waters because we know that it is
operational improvements in our portfolio
that will enable us to produce sustainable
outperformance for our investors.

We understand that it is the work
being done every day by individuals
right across our portfolio that drives results.
This network of expertise is our greatest
strength, so we will do everything we can
to build the dialogue and increase knowledge sharing across the entire portfolio.

One of the core areas of focus in this
year’s conference was how companies
can operate and win in an increasingly
uncertain world.

As Susan Lund points out very graphically
overleaf, we are operating in a complex
environment characterised by dynamic
competitors continually entering markets
without legacy operations. We are seeing
a daily war for talent, constant
technological disruption and petabytes
of data on which to make decisions.

The overarching question that framed
our discussions throughout the
conference is: “how do we focus
forward in this environment?”

As PE buyers, despite all these
uncertainties, valuations have been
at very high levels in recent years.

Paying top dollar for assets in an
uncertain market means that now,
more than ever, we need to focus
on driving operational improvements
quickly, allowing us to make the changes
early and get ahead of the game.

The new normal

Susan Lund sets the macroeconomic
scene for companies operating in an
uncertain world.

Seven years after the onset of the financial
crisis, the global economy continues to
be troubled by high levels of public and
private debt, while volatility in currency
markets, stock markets and commodities
has also increased. Rather than expect a
return to smooth economic growth and
benign markets, companies should adjust
to a world of uncertainty in which GDP
growth could be significantly depressed
until 2050.

Debt expands, GDP slows and
competition becomes more intense

Despite austerity measures and a drive to
deleverage in mature markets, public
and private debt has increased by $63 trillion
since 2007 to 289% of global GDP, with
consumers, companies and governments
all more deeply in debt than before. As a
result, companies and individuals should
expect a higher tax environment and more
regulatory oversight as governments try
to reassert control, not just in financial
services, but across all industries.

A credit boom in China has added
$22 trillion to their debt in the last seven
years, and fuelled a real estate bubble.

While a property crash could be confined
to China, companies in Europe and the
US should be prepared for weakening
demand stemming from the reduction
in GDP growth that will ensue.

Opportunities to supply new
customers in new places with
new products

As well as the challenges outlined
above, there will be huge opportunities in
emerging markets as 1.8 billion new
consumers gain access to disposable
income for the first time. Meeting this
new demand will involve creating new
products at lower price-points and
expanding networks to sell these
products in new markets. This product
development could lead to further
opportunities to market value products
to customers in existing markets.

The penetration of the internet will allow
new companies to spring up and compete
for customers around the globe with
more established companies. That means
openings for the makers of disruptive
technologies, as well as the potential to
drive new growth at mature companies
through partnerships with competitors
in markets like Brazil, China and India.

There will also be rewards for businesses
that look beyond their immediate
industries for new ideas, as Google
has done with its fleet of self-driving cars.

>75% of value creation in recent
exits comes from operational
performance improvement

"The winning companies of the future will have
to be agile, innovative, externally focused and
low cost if they want to succeed in more volatile,
low-growth and competitive markets."

Susan Lund Partner, McKinsey Global Institute
A complex and competitive world continued

Winning with Big Data

with Billy Beane General Manager, Oakland Athletics

Billy Beane, General Manager for the Oakland Athletics Major League Baseball team, made the case for trusting research over gut feeling in his presentation Moneyball – How Big Data Analytics Changed Professional Baseball, and Everything Else.

The subject of the blockbuster movie Moneyball starring Brad Pitt and a former professional baseball player, Billy, threw away the rule book when picking players for California’s Oakland Athletics major league baseball team in order to compete with cash-rich rivals like the New York Yankees and the Boston Red Sox.

Although a highly successful team on the field, the Oakland Athletics was losing $15 million a year by the early 1990s. The team needed to cut costs and started with its policy of hiring all-star players. That meant rethinking the way new recruits were drafted into the team, and throwing away some romantic notions about identifying raw talent, in order to try and find better players for less money. Billy’s story has lessons for all businesses about using data and concentrating on the facts to make smarter decisions.

**Arbitraging the mispricing of baseball players**

Until the 1990s, players were primarily drafted based on the perception of baseball scouts possessing decades of experience in evaluating major league prospects. They trusted their guts and relied on an “eye test”. They favoured athleticism, good looks, and even how a player looked in a baseball uniform.

In order to balance the books, the team needed a fresh perspective. Billy hired 24-year-old Harvard Economics graduate Paul DePodesta as his Assistant General Manager when most of his rivals were hiring former players and baseball industry insiders. The move was unpopular with fans and created dressing room tension, but reflected some commentator’s beliefs that there was a more efficient – even mathematical – way of constructing a baseball team.

Shortly after that, Billy was contacted by renowned journalist, author and former Wall Street bond trader Michael Lewis, for a planned article in the New York Times about how the Oakland Athletics was taking on bigger and wealthier baseball teams. Within minutes of meeting Billy and hearing the new hiring approach at the team, Lewis said: “I know exactly what you guys are doing in Oakland. You’re arbitraging the mispricing of baseball players.”

The Oakland Athletics data analysis showed there was indeed an arbitrage play on mispriced baseball skills. Hitting base was the top skill a baseball player could have, but it was priced as the eighth most valuable attribute. “Hitting on base had the strongest correlation of winning of any skill a baseball player could have. And we could afford it,” Billy explained.

The result was that the Oakland Athletics hired players like Matt Stairs at $6,000 a month. He didn’t fit the typical athletic baseball mould, but could score runs. “We had a whole bunch of guys like Matt who didn’t pass the eye test, but when you actually covered your eyes and looked at the data, they did exactly what you wanted a baseball player to do. We put all our chips on this one skill. And we won a lot of games and we did it cheaply,” Billy said. Lewis ended up shadowing Billy and the team for a year and in 2003 published a book entitled Moneyball: The Art of Winning an Unfair Game, upon which the movie was later based. Once the book was published, Billy and his team had to continue to innovate to stay ahead as other baseball teams quickly jumped on the big data bandwagon.

**Stick with data and create your metrics**

The next evolution for the Oakland Athletics was to capture its own data and create its own metrics to analyse performance. “Every time the ball turned, every movement a player made, we captured it. So while teams were using statistics, which were results, we were able to create our own proprietary metrics,” Billy said.

The approach pioneered by the Oakland Athletics since the 1990s has not only revolutionised player selection processes, it has opened the door to new recruits like DePodesta from outside the game. “As a result, the business is better, it’s smarter and it continues to grow,” Billy concluded.

“We made multi-million dollar decisions based on our eyes, our guts and our intuition. But the fact of the matter was baseball had 150 years of data that nobody was using.”

Billy Beane General Manager, Oakland Athletics
In the last five years Apax has built a leading sustainability practice to help build leaner, greener businesses. We heard from the team about its partnership with the Carbon Trust and the impact this is having on the bottom line of its portfolio companies.

An explosion in sophisticated cybercrime

In 11 years at Sophos, James has witnessed a near ten-fold increase in the number of instances of malicious cyber threats designed to steal data and compromise businesses. Today, Sophos sees 350,000 instances of malicious code every day in its labs, and 30,000 new infected websites, 80% of which are legitimate sites that have been hacked to distribute malware.

It’s not just the volume of cyber attacks that has advanced in recent years, but also the complexity and level of sophistication involved. “I think you would be staggered at their business,” James said. “A few years ago, cybercriminals started creating products. Products that would be sold by one cybercriminal gang to another. And these products made it point-and-click easy to generate new malicious code and target people.”

Through their activities, cybercriminals have started mimicking the models of respectable IT firms by offering a range of SKUs. Neutro Explot, associated with breaches at some large enterprises, even took to the cloud to distribute its hacking software as a service to criminals wanting to steal data. Others are exploiting everyday programmes like Microsoft Word to enter people’s systems and access confidential information.

Mobile phones, Internet of Things expose more dangers

The massive proliferation of mobile technology also gives criminals the opportunity to listen in on conversations via microphones on mobile phones and even view scenes via webcams. Moreover, the advent of the Internet of Things to connect web-enabled devices in homes and businesses exposes more risks.

Shodan lists 570,000 web-connected CCTV cameras worldwide, many of which are not password protected. “Many of these new devices that we are surrounding ourselves with have flaws that would have been normal for Microsoft and other computers 10, 15 years ago,” Lyne said.

Reducing human error and improving responses key to cybercrime fight

Despite the increased level of sophistication, most cybercrime relies on duping individuals into exposing systems rather than beating evermore robust IT infrastructure and software. Criminals use fake emails from tax authorities, online retailers and even internal messages from HR to trick employees. “The cybercriminals have realised that exploiting things is much, much more difficult than attacking people,” James said. “They’re masters of social engineering, they’re masters of tracking business results. They’re incredibly good at convincing us to do things that we shouldn’t.”

Preventing all potential cybersecurity breaches is neither possible nor cost effective. Instead, Lyne outlined ten operational failures that companies should tighten up on, and recommended being prepared for when breaches happen in order to be able to respond quickly and effectively.

Building leaner, greener businesses

In the last five years Apax has built a leading sustainability practice to help build leaner, greener businesses. We heard from the team about its partnership with the Carbon Trust and the impact this is having on the bottom line of its portfolio companies.

Apax was one of the first private equity firms to commit to sustainable investing when it adopted the UNPRI principles in 2011. Since then we have expanded our team and focus, and integrated our efforts ... because it was starting to become an area of concern for some of our investors.

Having established the practice and started monitoring the performance of our portfolio companies, we quickly became aware of the commercial opportunities and, like everyone else, we sharpened our focus on results. We saw this as a big opportunity because you can win in terms of social responsibility as well as saving a lot of money in the process.
People at the centre

Building a winning culture with a team that is pulling together is obviously a key competitive advantage, but it doesn’t happen by accident. We heard from Autotrader about the role that cultural change has played in driving results. We also discussed the crucial relationship between employees and customer satisfaction and how best to incentivise employees.
Creating a culture for success

with Trevor Mather, Chief Executive, Autotrader Group plc

Defining shared principles and establishing a company culture can be as important to the bottom line as pursuing the right business model, explained Trevor Mather, CEO of Autotrader Group plc, in his presentation Fielding a Winning Culture at Autotrader Group.

During the first five years of its investment in car sales marketplace Autotrader, funds advised by Apax transitioned the long-established brand from the magazine world into the digital sphere. The transition to a fully digital enterprise has enabled a new era of collaboration among employees, and empowered them to take decisions independently. The result is a company which is now growing revenues rapidly, has increased profit margins, and dramatically expanded its enterprise value.

Refocusing the business on digital revenues

Autotrader started life as a magazine in the 1970s to allow people to place ads to list and sell their cars. While the group expanded into Europe and South Africa, and created spin-off titles, it remained essentially a publishing group until 2007 when Apax’s Funds’ investment began. Initially partnered with Guardian Media Group, Apax oversaw the acceleration of Autotrader’s revenue transition from print to digital.

The shift involved difficult decisions. The digital platform was given the freedom and resources to operate without concerns about the impact on the magazine business. Expansion into European markets and South Africa was reined back to concentrate on the UK and Ireland, where the brand was the market leader. Internal resources were changed to match the evolving needs of the business. By the end of that process in 2013, Autotrader was a fully-fledged digital enterprise. The last print run of the magazine was 90,000 copies; the same month the website had 14 million visitors.

Defining culture and setting values

Since the transition to a purely digital business, Autotrader turned its attention fully towards meeting the needs of its customers in a dynamic online marketplace. Empowering staff has been a central element. Under Trevor, management and employees defined their view of the new company culture and set values they would seek to foster and uphold. They took a close look at the business to understand its attributes and how it should operate. “We said it was how we think about our values, how we think about our customers, our business and our people,” Mather said. That set the direction for Autotrader as a customer-focused company that had the agility to react to rapidly changing customer demands, and was equally agile in its response to competition from new digital contenders with different propositions.

The next stage was to set the company values that would define how the staff should work towards enacting the culture. The five key values to aspire to were: be curious, be determined, be inspirational, be reliable, and be humble. Finally, there came the overarching strategy to simplify the business and integrate its various assets. “We are going to focus on our core and continuously improve it every single day, and we’re going to build a digital culture that’s values-driven and customer-oriented,” Mather explained.

Putting culture and values into action

Instilling the company culture and values is work in progress, but it has yielded success at a company level already. Autotrader listed at a valuation of £2.35 billion in 2015 and has seen its share price increase significantly since the IPO.

There have been significant changes in people’s roles, day-to-day operations, and company structure. New staff are hired with the company values in mind and are role-model those values, and we exit people because of those values,” Mather said.

Organisational setups have been optimised, and the number of top roles expanded. While more challenging to manage, the structure helps speed up processes when decisions are reached.

Key functions such as technology and product development have been brought together and organised in three tribes – one to focus on the consumer, one to focus on the customer, and one to focus on the internal organisation. Those tribes are divided into squads with responsibility for designing and making products, and getting them to market quickly – with the result that Autotrader takes about 100 pieces of software live every month.

The working environment has also changed beyond recognition, with new modern offices in London and Manchester where employees more around freely and meet in “collaboration spaces”.
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People at the centre continued

Happier customers, better business

With David Karandish CEO, Answers Corporation and Lenny Nash Chief Strategy Officer, Foresee

By gathering and measuring customer satisfaction data better, incentivising employees to exceed customer expectations, achieving higher satisfaction rates, and keeping customers loyal for longer, companies can be more profitable, Lenny Nash said.

Better customer satisfaction means higher profits

The American Customer Satisfaction Index, which measures some 300 companies in the US and is based on methodology created by analytics group Foresee, shows that companies with high customer satisfaction levels outperformed the S&P 500 in 14 out of 15 years since 2000. In fact, $100 invested in the high-performing companies in the ASQ in 2000 would have grown to almost $700 in 2015, while the $100 in the S&P 500 would have increased to just $138. “Clearly it pays to satisfy your customer, and the market has proven that,” Lenny said.

Moreover, companies that can retain their customers will see the profits from those relationships increase over time as the size and number of purchases increases. Happy customers also become less price-sensitive and refer their preferred companies.

How to improve customer satisfaction levels

With customers able to research their options more readily online through blogs and websites, a multi-channel approach is essential. A multi-channel operator can secure a higher level of customer service and even greater likelihood of a repeat purchase. “If you’re delaying investing in a mobile strategy, don’t delay it anymore. You want as many touch points as you can to interact with your customer,” Lenny said. “And those that do have these strategies should focus on improving their search functions to maximise satisfaction,” he added.

Companies should strive to create “customer delight” in order to retain those customers. In the case of a holiday, this could mean simple but thoughtful touches like using customer names on arrival, welcome drinks, or organising dinner reservations.

Staff can be incentivised with bonuses to provide better customer service, while companies should not overlook employee satisfaction levels – every additional point of employee satisfaction can add roughly half a point of customer satisfaction.

Growing together through intelligent incentives

With Brian Robbins Partner and Head of the Executive Compensation and Employee Benefits practice at Simpson Thacher & Bartlett

A well-designed pay package that motivates and retains management, and aligns their interests with those of the sponsor, can lay the groundwork for better company performance and greater value in the long run, Brian Robbins explained.

Get incentives right from the start to maximise company performance

Motivation, retention and alignment are the three key factors to consider when setting management pay and incentives. It’s critical to have these discussions upfront when investing in a company, because it can be very difficult to change the remuneration structure and goals later on. It is also important to draw up employment contracts that define senior management roles and lay out the private equity owner’s expectations. Those agreements can also include non-compete clauses and spell out when incentives will be paid in order to retain staff and keep them from leaving for competitors.

“Properly designed incentive compensation programs will positively affect the behaviour and performance of the company’s management team,” Brian said. The process of setting compensation should be viewed as collaborative and about fostering alignment, rather than an adversarial fight about who gets the rewards.

The three elements of private equity pay packages

Most private equity company executive pay structures comprise three elements: annual fixed salary; annual cash bonuses and long-term equity-based compensation involving shares in the company. The long-term incentives can be based on achieving multiples of invested capital, target IRRs, or a combination of both.

Encouraging management to invest through share options can help incentivise, retain and align top executives with the private equity firm’s aims. “It’s a win-win. Management is getting the bang for the buck from their incentive equity, and they are toe-to-toe with the sponsors on their invested capital,” Brian explained.

Above all, good pay and incentive packages for company executives can increase the size of the pie for everyone, while poor packages with unachievable targets can have a counterproductive effect on value. “You want people to stretch, but it has to be realistic. If it’s done right, you’ve got high morale, you’ve got increased motivation, productivity, loyalty, retention and camaraderie. People are looking to hit this ball out of the park together,” Brian said.

“It’s a win-win. Management is getting the bang for the buck from their incentive equity, and they are toe-to-toe with the sponsors on their invested capital.”

Brian Robbins Partner, Simpson Thacher & Bartlett
Working together = Success

The power of our KnowledgeNow events is bringing together diverse operational talent from across the Apax Network to share best practice. We look at specific examples of this work in action and demonstrate how the interaction between the OEP, our portfolio companies and our preferred partners is helping to drive value every day.
Implementing operational excellence in a growing company

with Joe Delaney CEO and Pat Rowland Chief Strategy Officer, OneCall Care Management and Terry Bradshaw Parthenon-EY

Guiding principles for efficiency program at OneCall

Even in the midst of an ambitious acquisition strategy to fuel growth, a focus on operational excellence can deliver tens of millions of dollars of additional operating profits, said OneCall Care Management CEO Joe Delaney, Chief Strategy Officer Pat Rowland and Parthenon-EY Partner Terry Bradshaw in their presentation Transforming OneCall via Operational Excellence.

OneCall Care Management has become the US’s largest specialist handler of worker compensation claims following no fewer than 17 separate acquisitions. Management, collaborating with Apax’s Operational Excellence team and outside consultants, is pursuing a strategy to integrate divisions, optimise processes and share best practice across the company. The cost savings and revenue synergies found so far have beaten expectations to deliver improvements in financial performance. A fast-growing company but a varied set of processes

As a result of a string of acquisitions, OneCall Care Management has become the leading handler of worker compensation claims in the US, helping injured employees get the care they need — through divisions focused on services like radiology and physical therapy — while helping companies navigate a complex set of rules that can vary from state to state. However, its acquisition strategy has also brought it a range of complementary businesses that have different processes and protocols, and excel in different areas — be that procurement or technology.

While efficiencies from combining two teams provided obvious savings, management started to ask whether or not more could be done. Perhaps smaller companies that had not gone down the M&A path were better when it came to operational excellence. “Maybe they’ve got better systems, maybe they’ve done a better job just driving harder and negotiating harder,” Delaney said.

Designing a future-proof strategy

In the quest for greater efficiency, OneCall brought in Apax’s Operational Excellence team, as well as Parthenon-EY for an external consultant’s view. In the initial phase of the program, a month of individual and collective brainstorming resulted in a list of hypotheses for actions that could break down the company’s approach and improve efficiencies. Those ideas needed to take into account OneCall’s three guiding priorities. First, no action should in any way dampen growth. Second, it should not harm customer and provider satisfaction. And finally, early wins that could yield returns within 12-18 months should be prioritised.

The ideas phase was followed by a robust, analytical testing phase. The initial small group of six people from OneCall, Apax’s Operational Excellence team and Parthenon expanded to more than 20, with analytical support also coming from Alvarez & Marsal. The enlarged team vetted all the hypotheses and matched them to real actions that could make savings and change the business for the better.

By the end of the discovery phase, OneCall and its partners had exceeded the initial goals.

Implementing changes and making gains

With a pipeline of plans to integrate divisions and drive efficiencies, OneCall established a steering committee comprised of company executives, Apax operations experts and Parthenon-EY to drive forward the changes. So far the group has generated the expected material increase in EBITDA, with more potential still to come. “This has really catalysed cross-organisation decision-making ability to resolve issues, and really the discussion at that level,” Pat said.

She puts the program’s ongoing success down to four key factors. First and foremost is the management commitment to the steering committee and sponsorship of work streams, providing the best and brightest in their teams to work on the plans. Then, the company has made sure that those staff take it in turns to focus solely on the Operational Excellence Program. In addition, OneCall tracks progress weekly towards its targets and publishes the results. And finally, the input of company outsiders from Apax and Parthenon has offered the fresh perspective that things can and need to be done differently.

"I think what’s really changed in our organisation from this effort is our ability to identify opportunities, identify best practices, and to share those best practices across our business. That wasn’t something that we were particularly good at beforehand."

Joe Delaney CEO, OneCall Care Management

Andy Behrends Chief Financial Officer, OneCallCare

""
Fashioning
digital sales expansion

with Josh Krepon VP of Digital Commerce, Cole Haan

Alex outlined the case study of a large US food services group that traditionally focused on TV advertising. When a typical report for management showed that digital display marketing had the lowest return on a per visit spend, the group cut its digital display budget. Through its detailed analysis, Cardinal Path was able to demonstrate a 17% drop in transactions over the next 30 days stemming directly from the decision. “The hunger for ROI sometimes leads us to make bad decisions. So cost per action to us is a KPI that is dangerous because it doesn’t fully account for the full attribution of the channel path,” Alex explained.

Working together to drive results continued

Improving digital marketing with smarter websites and apps, tailored emails and effective use of big data and analytics can cut out cancellations and boost sales, explained Josh Krepon, vice-president for digital at Cole Haan.

Since its carve-out from Nike some three years ago Cole Haan has focused on building its identity. It is positioning itself between fashion brands and sports and performance brands, with the aim of becoming a global lifestyle brand with a reputation for elegant innovation. It has also established a strong digital marketing platform to reach new consumers and keep in touch with existing customers. The result is a 2x increase in sales since Apax invested, with digital revenues expected to have broken through the $100 million mark in 2015.

The right online presence to drive sales and reduce cancellations

With 40% of its online sales coming via mobile, and 60% via tablet and mobile, Cole Haan has invested time and resources on apps and tailored templates for its customers. Better fit guides and emails optimised for mobile help to provide more customised marketing, and increase the likelihood of a sale. An email tailored to the customer’s interest can increase sales conversion by 50% compared with a generic email, Josh explained.

Cole Haan has also worked on its desktop site with Apax preferred partner Monetate to develop and improve web functions and perform beta testing to assess effectiveness with customers. “It’s low-hanging fruit,” Josh said. “Lots of little wins add up.”

Social media reaches new customers

Social media is another significant tool which can help recruit brand new customers and reconnect with existing but lapsed customers. Cole Haan was a launch partner for Pinterest’s buy button which went live in the summer of 2015. Other social media platforms are planning similar sales tools, which Josh expects to be a big story in digital marketing over the next two or three years.

However, when it comes to reaching customers through social media, one group stands head and shoulders above the rest. “Facebook, Facebook, Facebook,” Josh said. Cole Haan has seen a 95% new visit rate based on audiences built up on the platform. He also highlighted Facebook M, the company’s voice-activated virtual assistant which launched earlier in 2015. “They’re doing things that are just mind-blowing.”

Detailed analysis of digital sales can help companies understand where to get the most from their marketing dollars, explains Cardinal Path partner and co-founder Alex Langshur.

The explosion of digital sales is raising questions among companies about where they look for new customers and how they connect them to their brands. Sales analysis does not always fully account for the impact of digital advertising, and can lead to misplaced marketing spend, which in turn can damage sales. In contrast, detailed attribution modelling can show how to target the right segments of the population and demonstrates that budget targeted at so-called “mid-funnel” activities can generate the highest rewards.

Understanding the customer’s path to purchase

with Alex Langshur Co-founder and Senior Partner, Cardinal Path

Analyzing the path to the last click

Traditional analysis of digital transactions focuses heavily on the “last click” – the point at which a customer came to a digital platform and bought an item. By using a “lookback window”, which can track users and cookies, analysts at Cardinal Path are able to decipher where customers came from and which actions helped influence their end purchases. Similarly, the analysis can also show which actions led to a negative impact on transactions.

Alex outlined the case study of a large US food services group that traditionally focused on TV advertising. When a typical report for management showed that digital display marketing had the lowest return on a per visit spend, the group cut its digital display budget. Through its detailed analysis, Cardinal Path was able to demonstrate a 17% drop in transactions over the next 30 days stemming directly from the decision. “The hunger for ROI sometimes leads us to make bad decisions. So cost per action to us is a KPI that is dangerous because it doesn’t fully account for the full attribution of the channel path,” Alex explained.

Alex challenged widely-held notions that digital display advertising is a poor way to create sales. According to Cardinal Path research, customers are heavily influenced by display even if they do not click through immediately to the company platform – and are particularly likely to buy when they are already interested in the brand in the mid-funnel. For every last-action sale stemming directly from a display, there are 193 buyers who previously viewed advertising. And similarly a mid-funnel interaction results in a 2,500% higher conversion rate than a first interaction with the brand. “So I want to start to weigh it in the middle of the funnel, because that’s where it really provides juice,” Alex concluded.
**Answers & EMC: Leveraging scale to drive performance**

with Curtis Strite & Brian Keithly, Answers and Jason Glau, Apax Partners

Being one step ahead of the game is essential for Answers.com, an Apax Portfolio company investing millions of dollars in technology and infrastructure. Brian Keithly and Curtis Strite from Answers and Apax’s Jason Glau talk about the experience of undergoing a major operational upgrade together.

When it was acquired by funds advised by Apax, Answers was on the cusp of signing off a major deal to upgrade its IT infrastructure. On acquisition the team was introduced to Jason Glau and the IT practice of the DEP at Apax, who pulled on their contacts and the buying power of the Apax portfolio to quickly begin devising an alternative solution. They brought contacts at EMC to pitch solutions to the team at Answers, as Brian explains: “They opened our eyes to the fact that we could go from a Tier 2 solution up to a Tier 1 solution, which we had previously thought unaffordable. That changed everything.”

Instead of an older solid-state model, the team eventually settled on a state-of-the-art cloud/hybrid based on EMC’s Extreme 10 Platform. Brian explains the benefits: “It’s like going from a Model T to the fastest European sports car on the market. My SQL servers that would process a query in five minutes have dropped to 20 seconds. Transferring gigabytes of data that would take three hours has gone down to 45 minutes.”

Through a series of acquisitions dating back 37 years combined with strong organic growth, medical case manager GENEX has developed a foothold in every US state, as well as Canada. Over that time, the company has become a leader in helping injured workers recover more quickly, helping GENEX save costs for its customers.

With support from Apax’s Operational Excellence team, GENEX is now working through an operational improvement programme to increase productivity, integrate acquisitions more effectively and increase EBITDA. Strong communication and support from the top of the company have put GENEX over half way to its goal, with more actions still to come.

**Vendor risk is defined as the potential for operational and reputational damage to a business, due to events in its supply chain. Vendor risk is high on the business agenda due to major incidents in the past few years, including disruption to supplies caused by the Tohoku tsunami in 2011, and more recently, in Europe, the contamination of the food supply chain with horse meat. It is easy to assume that vendor risk is only important for companies that sell a physical product; but on the contrary, businesses in the services, software and online markets are similarly exposed to disruptions such as data centre outages, the failure of data providers, and other vendor risk events.**

John Elwood explained that, like all businesses in medical devices and medicines, vendor risk management is especially important to Acelity. Products are highly regulated and are subject to rigorous validation and testing procedures, by a large number of national and regional regulators. Many suppliers are single-sourced. And it is impossible simply to build inventory as product shelf lives are limited (in addition to the negative impact this would have on working capital).

The failure of any particular vendor to supply due to production issues, bankruptcy, transportation issues, or other causes, could impact Acelity’s business significantly.

John went on to explain how Acelity starts with 260 materials suppliers, and uses a risk scoring process to identify the smaller group vendors which are most critical to Acelity’s ongoing operations. Factors include whether there are single or multiple sources for a given item, and the financial status of each vendor.

From this process, around 80 vendors are selected for formal risk assessment, and a pre-planned set of options if a disruptive event occurs. Mark Bockey shared key learning points from his hands-on experience of managing the process. Amongst his key observations were that sub-tier vendors (suppliers of suppliers) are often the most critical part of the supply chain, but are also difficult to identify and assess, and that throughout the process it is constructive to share findings with vendors, to explain why they have been rated as a high risk, and to work with them to address underlying causes. Finally, Mark noted that whilst every business should take vendor risk seriously, they should start with what is most important to them, and tailor their vendor risk approach accordingly.

Partly as a result of its approach to vendor risk, Acelity boasts an in-stock rate exceeding 99%, and has created targeted points of redundancy in its supply chain to de-risk certain strategic supplies such as circuit boards and tubing. It has also implemented robust contractual terms with its vendors to allocate risk appropriately, and incorporates vendor risk as an input into capital allocation decisions.
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A differentiated platform for value creation

Distinct approach
The structure and capabilities of the OEP have evolved to meet the needs of deal teams and portfolio company executives over time. There are currently seven vertical practice areas, each of which have been developed based on the evolving nature of the growth opportunities and challenges we face in our investments. The OEP combines the experiences of its distinctive in-house team with a powerful network of relationships and best practices developed through cross industry networking, called “KnowledgeFlow”, and innovative tools and technologies developed to accelerate growth across the portfolio using Big Data analytics.

Proprietary tools & technology
The OEP is comprised largely of former executive. The team’s work in due diligence and across the global portfolio provides them with a unique perspective on the opportunities and challenges we encounter in our investments. The OEP recognizes the value of developing and deploying innovative tools and technologies that can be used to drive performance on a daily basis.

Specialised team
The OEP team is comprised of operating professionals who bring diverse experiences and backgrounds to our vertical practice areas from some of the world’s leading organisations. The group operates with a global remit, traveling frequently to engage directly on projects and initiatives alongside portfolio executives and investment professionals.

Portfolio scale
The power of the Apax network is formidable. Companies in our portfolio employ more than 150,000 people around the globe who conduct business in nearly every conceivable market. There is a vast wealth of operating knowledge and commercial experience on hand. The OEP team has visibility to this knowledge base through its global engagements.

Joining the Connect@Apax community gives you access to an exclusive group of like-minded executives and preferred partners who are facing the same dynamic challenges and opportunities in their drive for growth. Visit connect.apax.com to register today.

Connect@Apax
Activating our collective knowledge
40+ portfolio companies
Operating with global reach
Employing hundreds of thousands
Part of 1 Apax community

Connect@Apax
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